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Introduction.  It is amazing how many fireballs and bolides 

have escaped capture on video, even in our modern techno-gadget 
age.   With this in mind, a low cost all-sky meteor camera was as-
sembled to record the local sky on clear evenings. 

All-Sky Camera.  Our camera configuration is similar to those 
sponsored by the Sandia National Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM 
(USA).  A robust camera sensitive enough to capture first magnitude 
and brighter fireballs was assembled at surprisingly little cost. The 

camera, model PC-
164C, was acquired 
from Supercuits, a large 
video security outlet (1-
800-335-9777) for 
$129.95 (USD). It is a 
black and white CCD 
camera with super low 
light capability – 0.0003 
lux.  The camera oper-
ates on a 12 volt DC 
power supply connected 
by 15.0-m of cable, 
which includes both 
video and power lines 
intertwined.  A 4.0-mm 
C/CS lens (also from 
Supercuits), model 
CML-4MM, was added 
to the system for a cost 
of $24.95 (USD).  The 
camera is mounted in a 
simple weatherproof 
PVC tube housing  and 
is pointed vertically 

down at an acrylic 30-cm full dome mirror.  Such a spherical convex 
mirror produces a fish-eye image of the entire sky.  This mirror, 
model AV12F, was purchased for $48.00 (USD) from the Lester 
Brossard Company (1-800-766-1066) and sits on a wooden disk that 
is attached to the camera mount with three 0.5-cm aluminum rods. 

Recording Routine.  Video imagery of the sky is recorded con-
tinuously on a super long play eight-hour VHS tape.  It is preferable 
to interface the camera with two video recorders, with the second 
unit timed to record after the first is complete, thus enabling an unin-
terrupted 16-hour patrol of the sky.  In order to simplify day to day 
operation, tapes are only checked if there has been a report of a 
bright meteor.  Otherwise, after one week, tapes are recycled or 
recorded over.  In practice, the camera works very well.  Condensa-
tion on the mirror is often a problem on cool nights; however, a 
simple electric heating pad tucked within the dome mirror works 
well to prevent moisture accumulation. 

Conclusions.  It is suggested that a regional network of these 
simple fireball patrol cameras could make an important contribution 
to the recovery of new meteorite falls and the determination of the 
orbital parameters of the associated meteoroids. 
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